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Upcoming Exhibition

“Connecting Spontaneous Expressions”, the upcoming exhibition that will be held at RIERA STUDIO, is part of the
actions that since 2012 visualize and keep active Art Brut Project Cuba's work; an initiative founded at RIERA STUDIO to
promote Art Brut and Outsider Art made by Cuban artists. In this occasion, it will be an absolutely innovative event within
the Cuban artistic panorama as the works by national artists from the Art Brut Project Cuba’s collection will be exhibited
along with foreign artists’ works from the programs LAND studio gallery (New York, USA) and the Foundation INUTI
(Stockholm, Sweden), both of them inscribed in the Art Brut and Outsider Art's tendencies. Also, it will be the first time that
these international artists’ works will be displayed in the Latin-America region. Both programs, just like Art Brut Project
Cuba, are unique when applying very specific work methodologies, but they have as a common task to offer people with
especial needs and a great creative potential - most of them with cognitive and mental development disorders - an
environment for participation and social reintegration through art; always taking into account the premise to respect their

personal spaces and to “let them be” within their own realities. The curators of the exhibition and funders of Art Brut Project
Cuba: Samuel Riera and Derbis Campos, send an open invitation to specialists and general public with the desire to
promote an exchange and provoke reflections about Art Brut and Outsider Art generated in so different contexts as
different are the countries whose artists will participate in this occasion. Likewise, there’s still the expectation for the Cuban
institutions and new specialists of art and science, to confer an adequate attention to these subjects and join up to the
efforts of Art Brut Project Cuba in the promotion of these singular art manifestations.

Featured article: “In the jungle of the mind: Federico Garcia Cortizas”
RIERA STUDIO it’s pleased to know that one of the few magazines
specialized in Art Brut and Outsider Art: Osservatorio Outsider Art
magazine (Palermo, Italy) has published this article about Art Brut
Project Cuba with special focus on the artist Federico Garcia
Cortizas. We thank its Director: Eva di Stefano for this collaboration.
“The pioneering Art Brut Project Cuba, created in 2012, is one of the projects of
the Riera Studio, an art space in Havana. It aims to give visibility to the artistic
processes of artists that are vulnerable and marginalized. Among the Cuban
outsider creators promoted by the project, Federico Garcia Cortizas (b. 1971) is
distinguished by his love for wild nature and his virtuosic, obsessive drawings of
twisted vegetable interlacements: trunks, branches and roots that form
impassable barriers. These dense woods, with strong roots and with no way out,
metaphorically recall the dark worlds of the mind, as if the weft of the branches
was transfigured into arteries, veins and neuronal connections.” (English
Summary, Osservatorio Outsider Art No. 15)

You can free-download the whole issue from the web: ww.outsiderartsicilia.com
To see –more about Federico Garcia Cortizas, you can go to his profile at our
web: www.rierastudioart.com/

Last days for the exhibition: Drawings from Cuba at Kunsthaus Kannen
The prestigious Kunsthaus Kannen | Museum for
Outsider Art and Art Brut (Munster, Germany) is
showing until May 27th for the first time Art Brut and
Outsider Art made by Cuban artists from Art Brut
Project Cuba. “Drawings from Cuba” is the title of the
exhibition that features works by five artists: Damian
Valdes Dilla, Federico Garcia Cortizas, Carlos J.
Garcia Huergo, Josvedy Jove Junco (El Sirio) and
Ruben G. Guerrero Garrido. The exhibition is held in
collaboration with Galerie Hamer (Amsterdam, The
Netherlands) and Treger Saint Silvestre Art Brut
Collection (Porto, Portugal).

At Art Brut Projet Cuba´s workshops we support the creative and singular work of a group of artists living with mental conditions. We provide the place and the art
supplies for them to work in a pleasant environment. You can also be part on this initiative and become an active contributor to the artistic live of these people
donating new or used art materials: colored pencils, crayons, watercolors, gauche, brushes, pencils, pens, markers, drawing notebooks and any other material you
wish. If you want to involve yourself and to know in what others ways you can help, just let us know your interest at samuelriera@cubarte.cult.cu

RIERA STUDIO is a Cuban space for exhibitions, reflection and artistic dialogue that recognizes and studies the different
dynamics of the peripheral development of art and society. Art Brut Project Cuba, created by RIERA STUDIO, is the only
Cuban-based initiative that supports and promotes Art Brut and Outsider Art
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